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A Typical Analysis Workflow
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Coffea

๏Columnar Object Framework For 
Effective Analysis

๏Factorized steps for:

• Coffea Harvester - delivery of HEP 
event data inputs in columnar form

• Coffea Beans - Dataset book keeping 
and metadata

• Coffea Grinder - fast, understandable 
columnar analysis code

• Coffea Pods - plotting, template 
production, and intermediate fitting

• Coffea Maker - physics observable 
extraction, interface to combine, 
HEPData, etc.
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Coffea 
• COmpact Framework For Elaborate Algorithms

• Consist in:

- Custom-made version of CMSSW to produce private NanoAOD with 
crab (this step may be needed to add information) => 
CoffeaHarvester

- List of output NanoAOD => coffeabeans

- Striped analysis code => CoffeaGrinder

- Fitting Ntuples => coffeapods

- Fitting code, interface with Combine => CoffeaMaker
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https://github.com/CoffeaTeam
https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea

*to cover in detail

i.e. data delivery

Overview at HOW: https://bit.ly/2YP0Ovp

i.e. a part of AS

docs: coffeateam.github.io/coffea

https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea
https://bit.ly/2YP0Ovp
http://coffeateam.github.io/coffea
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Package ecosystem

• Prototype analyses are using the workflow in blue
- fcat = fnal-column-analysis-tools 
- Future pyHEP ecosystem analysis packages in grey
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RooFit
CMS combine

aghast
hist

boost-histogram

fcat.histfcat.lookup_tools
scipy 

mpl-hep

fcat.hist.plot

zfit
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Coffea in IRIS-HEP AS
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Why does Coffea go into DOMA?

๏ServiceX didn’t exist when we started!

• and NanoAOD files are pretty trivial for serviceX 
from a conceptual standpoint

๏The Coffea’s DOMA capabilities really are limited 
to some basic file splitting and catalog ingestion via 
a JSON file

• open those data files with uproot / parquet 

• Just enough to get us doing analysis

• It’s also nice to be standalone / modular

๏Really all that’s needed is a well defined source of 
reasonably columns

• Kafka on serviceX, uproot over xrootd + DAS/
rucio, ???
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Analysis Code Factorization

๏Factorize major conceptual recasts from writing your physics code

• Awkward is the “replacement” of an EDM or event loop and basic data interface

• “coffea” takes care of packaging jagged arrays and operations into physicist-friendly 
syntax and jargon
- Defines a “candidate” class with systematics tracking, also histogram lookups, jet energy 

corrections, etc.
- Histograms and plotting also covered using a numpy and matplotlib

๏In all cases no event loops in python, analyzer writes “normal looking” code
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coffea

analysis_objects

lookup_tools

jetmet_tools

hist

analysis user code

leptons/photons/jets (p4 and more)

scale factors / binned transforms

JEC / JER / JES (applied to jet)

Output histograms and plotcraft

awkward

jagged-native 
implementations of:

cross-cleaning

gen-matching

Lorentz vectors

event selection
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Examples: Making Analysis Objects
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Define the columns you 
need to read in

Select objects based on 
those columns

create pairs of 
leptons, require 

any further 
selection cuts
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Example: Calculating Lookups
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define histograms / lookup tables to read in with a configuration file

setup “weights evaluator” based on that config

attach the derived scale factors to your physics objects

fill histograms with selected, associated weights

see backup for complete examples!
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Plotting Interface

๏Histogram data structure manipulation is kept separate from 
histogram visualization

๏Visualization is aware of multidimensional histogram, can quickly make 
slices along any axis

๏matplotlib has style templates that can control default behavior quite 
well, user can also pass in style parameters
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What’s missing?

๏In general: interfaces to stats tools

• Right now can export ROOT histograms which allows hacking things 
together
- Not a very clean solution

๏Coffea is a nice place to incubate experiment agnostic ideas

๏It would be useful to provide multiple interfaces to (near-)existing 
stats tools

• pyhf, z-fitter, combine-standalone

• Choose your favorite flavor

๏Then we can focus on the varieties of physics analysis we want to 
implement in those tools

• Imagine a template of some statistical analysis style (LFI, transfer factor  
fit, etc…) which where the user fills in that template with processed data 
and then renders the filled template into a specified stats tool format
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Example in Jupyter Notebook
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June 13, 2019 Advanced Data Analysis and Simulation Methods

Analyst interface

• Jupyter notebooks
- Combine source code 

and results in one 
document

- More effective for data 
exploration

• Traditional CLI
- Available for established 

processing workflows

�5�5
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Horizontal scale-up

• Multiple ‘off-the-shelf’ technologies evaluated
- All provided by common interface within Coffea framework
• Spark has linear scale-up properties
- CERN + FNAL + Intel OpenLabs
• We are now improving Spark per-core performance
- Improving Spark—ROOT File interface
- Columnar processing API is Spark core team hot topic
• SPARK-27396, SPARK-24579, SPARK-26413
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Striped

Actively exploring scaling on serviceX + 
spark with Ben and co. at this workshop.

Come and hack!
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Scaling Out
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instead of ‘run_uproot_job’, ‘run_spark_job’

analysis processor (i.e. f(columns) -> histograms) is 
passed as an argument to an executor. 

 
Can run same analysis code on multiple scale-out 
engines (local python multiprocessing, spark, parsl)
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Conclusions and Outlook

๏Coffea is a fundamental part of a prototype Analysis System 

• Provides full stack for processing HEP data into histograms

• Has a number of extra features to fill in missing functionalities
- We aim to replaces these with the real solutions in time

• Leverages the scientific python ecosystem and can be horizontally scaled by 
modern big-data technologies

• It is used by two analyses on CMS, and we are expanding to more and other 
experiments
- Some exploratory work recently with μBoone and g-2

๏Major missing piece is clean interfaces to stats packages

• There is a proposal for pyhf from Giordon

• We should think to what role coffea should play for these tools
- Cross experiment implementation of transfer-factor based fits, for instance?

๏Looking forward to a productive workshop to develop a plan towards 
filling this out!
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backup
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